
2020 Summer Reading
8th grade

Please see the next slide for assignment details 
and directions.

Link to this slide deck: https://rb.gy/hknnzg 

https://rb.gy/hknnzg


Assignment Details 
The Book 

Think Like A Warrior  by Darrin 
Donnelly

Think Like A Warrior can be purchased on 
Amazon or at your local Barnes and Noble.

 
ISBN NUMBER

978-0692705469

DIRECTIONS

Step 1: Make a copy of this entire presentation, 
so you can type your responses. 

Step 2:  When school begins, and after I get 
you all set up on Google Classroom, I will 
create a submission forum where you can 
submit your completed  summer reading 
assignment. 

NOTE: There are additional directions for each 
portion of the assignment in the “speaker 
notes”. 

Complete the following
❏ Character Chart
❏ Traits of a Warrior
❏ Plot Summary 
❏ Novel Playlist
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Name of visitor What lesson or message did this visitor bring? 

Visitor #1 JOHN WOODEN

Visitor #2 BUCK O’NEIL

Visitor #3 HERB BROOKS

Visitor #4 BEAR BRYANT

Visitor #5  VINCE LOMBARDI

CHARACTER CHART  





Think Like A Warrior

Characteristics 
of a 

WARRIOR

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here Type Here

Type Here Type Here

Type Here Type Here



Type Here

Think Like A Warrior



You have been asked to create a playlist of FIVE  songs that best represents the novel that you have 
just read. Create a playlist for songs that reflects the themes, mood, and ideas in the novel.

BRAINSTORM

● Think of as many songs as you can that relate to your novel’s themes, mood, setting, and 
characters.

● Pick FIVE songs that best represent the novel you read.
For each song you must include:

● The song’s title and artist
● An explanation about why you think the song is representative of some part of the novel.
● Helpful Hints

● What themes does the song touch on?
● Can you relate the song to a specific character?
● What emotions does the song bring up? How does that

emotion relate to the novel, scene or character?
● Keep in mind the themes and mood of the novel.

Create a Playlist



NAME OF SONG & ARTIST EXPLANATION
How does this song connect to some aspect of the novel? 

EXAMPLE 
Clear Eyes Full Heart Can’t 
Lose by T.Powell 
Listen Here → https://rb.gy/pl03jj

This song is connects with John Wooden’s message about the 
importance of attitude and effort. The title of the song says it all. 
If you have a clear focus and a unrelenting passion, winning is the 
inevitable. 

SONG #1

SONG #2

https://rb.gy/pl03jj


SONG #3 

SONG #4

SONG #5


